Mixed integer predictive control deals with optimizing integer and real control variables over a receding horizon. The mixed integer nature of controls might be a cause of intractability for instances of larger dimensions. To tackle this little issue, we propose a decomposition method which turns the original ndimensional problem into n indipendent scalar problems of lot sizing form. Each scalar problem is then reformulated as a shortest path one and solved through linear programming over a receding horizon. This last reformulation step mirrors a standard procedure in mixed integer programming. The approximation introduced by the decomposition can be lowered if we operate in accordance with the predictive control technique: i) optimize controls over the horizon ii) apply the first control iii) provide measurement updates of other states and repeat the procedure. that new properties come into play. As an example, look at multimodularity presented as the counterpart 7 of convexity in discrete action spaces [4]. When talking about mixed integer variables, it is, of course, not 8 possible not to mention the more than vast literature on mixed integer programming [7]. It is exactly in this 9 context that we have found inspiration as clarified in more details next.
In mixed integer control we usually have continuous state x(k) ∈ R n , continuous controls u(k) ∈ R n and disturbances w(k) ∈ R n , discrete controls y(k) ∈ {0, 1} n (see e.g., [1] ). Evolution of the state over a finite horizon of length N is described by a linear discrete time dynamics in the general form (1) , where A and E are matrices of compatible dimensions:
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Ew(k) + u(k) ≥ 0, x(0) = x(N ) = 0.
(
The above dynamics is characterized by one discrete and continuous control variable per each state, and this
39
reflects the idea that we may wish to control indipendently each state component. Also, starting from initial 40 state at zero, we wish to drive the final state to zero which is a typical requirement when controlling a system 41 over a finite horizon. On this purpose, we have added equality constraints on the final states. Also, we force 42 the states to remain confined within a desired region, take for it the positive orthant, which may describe a 43 safety region in engineering applications or the desire of preventing shortcomings in inventory applications.
44
Continuous and discrete controls are linked together by general capacity constraints (2), where the parameter C is an upper bound on control:
For clarity reasons, y(k) is the decision of controlling or not the system, and u(k) is the control action. So if 45 we decide not to control the system then the control action is null, otherwise this last is any value between 46 zero and its upper bound C.
47
The following assumption helps us to describe the common situation where the disturbance seeks to push 48 the state out of the desired region.
49
Assumption 1 (Unstabilizing disturbance effects)
At this point, the non negative nature of controls u(k) should become much clearer. Actually, control 50 actions are used to push the state far from boundaries into the positive orthant thus to counterbalance the unstabilizing effects of disturbances over a certain period to come. However, controlling the system has a cost and "over acting" on it is punished by introducing a cost/objective function as explained next.
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The objective function to minimize with respect to y(k) and u(k) is a linear one including proportional, holding and fixed cost terms expressed by parameters p k , h k , and f k respectively:
Conditions (1)-(4) introduced so far describe coincisely the problem of interest. In the next section, we 54 recall a standard method to convert the problem of interest (1)-(4) into a mixed integer linear program 55 returning the exact solution in terms of optimal control actions u(k) and y(k).
56
Remark 1 For sake of simplicity disturbances w(k) are deterministic and apriori known. The mixed integer nature of the above program makes it intractable for increasing number of variables and 62 horizon length. So, the topic presented below is motivated mainly by comparisons reasons and applies only 63 to problems of relatively small dimensions.
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Before introducing the mixed integer linear program we need to define the following notation. Let us start by collecting states, continuous and discrete controls, proportional, holding and fixed costs all in opportune vectors as shown below:
Furthermore, to put dynamics (1) into "constraints" form, let us introduce matrices A, B and vector b defined as
Notice that once we take for ξ 0 and ξ f the value zero, the first and last rows in the aforementioned matrices 65 restate the constraints on initial and final state of (1).
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Finally, we are in the condition to establish that problem (1)-(4) can be solved exactly through the following mixed integer linear program:
The mixed integer linear program (5)- (7) is the most natural mathematical programming representation of the problem of interest (1)-(4). For this reason, throughout this paper we will almost always refer to (5)- (7) 68 when we wish to bring back the discussion to the source problem (1)-(4) and its exact solution.
69
To overcome the intractability of the mixed integer linear program (5)-(7), we propose a new method 70 whose underlying idea is to bring back dynamics (1) to the lot sizing model [8] . To do this, we introduce 71 some additional assumptions on the structure of matrix A which simplify the tractability and affect in no
72
way the generality of the results. This argument is dealt with in details in the next section.
73
2.2 Introducing some structure on A
74
Our main goal in this section is to rewrite (1) in a "nice" form. With "nice form" we mean a form that 75 emphasizes the analogies with standard lot sizing models [8] . "Stop beating around the bush", we will 76 henceforth refer to the following dynamics in state of (1):
The reasons why expression (8) 
81
Once clarified the reasons, we need next to clarify how to go from (1) to (8) and what is the underlying 82 assumption that allows us to do that. Before doing this let us denote with I ∈ R n×n the identity matrix and 83 a ij the dependence of state i on state j. So, we can make the following assumption.
84
Assumption 2 Matrix A can be decomposed as
The reader may notice that (8) is a straighforward derivation of (1) once we take for good Assumption 2.
85
Our secondary goal in this section is to preserve the nature of the game which has stabilizing control 86 actions playing against unstabilizing disturbances. To do this, in our next assumption we do consider the 87 case where the influence of other states on state i is relatively "weak" in comparison to the unstabilizing 88 effects of disturbances.
89
Assumption 3 (Weakly coupling)
Notice that the above assumption preserves the nature of the game by bounding the effects of mutual 3 Robust decomposition
96
With the term "decomposition" we mean a mathematical manipulation through which the original dynamics
97
(8) is replaced by n independent dynamics of the form:
The above dynamics is in a typical lot sizing form in the sense that the (inventory) state tomorrow 
To tell it differently, we do assume that the influence that all other states have on state i enters into equation
103
(10) through demand d i (k) defined in (11). Our next step is to make the n dynamics in the form (10) 104 mutually independent. This is possible by replacing the current state values x j (k), j = i with their estimated 105 values on the part of agent i which we denote byx j (k), j = i. Still with reference to (10), this implies to 106 replace the current demand d i (k) by the "estimated" demandd i (k) defined as in (12) where X k is the set of 107 admissible state vectors x(k):
The idea behind (12) is to take for estimated value the worst admissible demand, i.e., the demand that would push the state out of the positive orthant in a fewest time and such a demand is of course the maximal one. However, it must be noted that we cannot see any drawbacks in combining other decomposition methods with the approach presented in the rest of the paper. To complete the decomposition, it is left to turn the objective function (4) into n indipendent components
Note that because of the linear structure of
So, in the end we have translated our original problem into n indipendent mixed integer linear minimization problems of the form (13)- (15) as requested at the beginning of this section. In the spirit of predictive control, each minimization problem is then solved forwardly in time all over the horizon. So, for τ = 0, . . . , N − 1 we need to solve
It is worth to be noted that non null initial states, which materialize in values of ξ this little drawback that we will discuss in more details later on in Section 4.3 together with some other issues 111 concerned with the receding implementation of our method. problems. By the way, decomposition is only the first step of our solution approach. Actually, the mixed integer nature of variables in (13)- (15) is still an issue to be dealt with. This second part of the work focuses on the relaxation of the integer constraints y i (k) ∈ {0, 1} which would facilitate the tractability of the problem.
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It is well known that relaxation introduces, in general, some approximation in the solution. The main result 118 of this work establishes that, for the problem at hand, relaxing and massaging the problem in a certain 119 manner, will lead to a shortest path reformulation of the original problem. This is a great result as, it is 120 well known that shortest path problem are in turn easily tractable and solvable through linear programming. 
Our idea is now to translate problem (13)- (15) non saturated control on time k and zero otherwise:
To translate the meaning of y 
The above model is extensively used in the lot sizing context. We can limit ourselves to a pair of comments 139 on the underlying idea of the constraints. So, let us start by focusing on the equality constraints (19) and 140 (21). These constraints tell us that the ordered quantity over the interval has to be equal to the accumulated Again, this is due to the condition that states are nonnegative at any period of a regeneration interval.
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Finally, the objective function (18) is simply a rearrangement of (13) induced by the variable transformation 
147
We are ready to recall the following "nice property" of (LP 
Shortest path

157
In the previous section we have introduced a linear programming problem associated to a specific regeneration 
Receding horizon implementation of (LP i )
180
This section is dedicated to certain issues concerned with the implementation of (LP i ) in a receding horizon context as typical of predictive control. As the reader may know, in predictive control we solve (LP i ) iteratively and forward in time all over the horizon. In the formulation of (LP i ), this is stated clearly when we specify that τ goes from 0 to N − 1 and for each value of τ we obtain a new linear program of type (LP i ). After we solve (LP i ) for τ = 0, we apply the first control to the system, update initial states according to the last available measurements at time τ = 1 and move to solve a new (LP i ) starting at τ = 1. We repeat this procedure until the end of the horizon, τ = N − 1. So, consecutive linear programs are linked together by initial state condition expressed in (14), and which we rewrite below
At this point, we would restate with emphasis the fact that dealing with non null initial states is a main 
The rational behind the above formula has an immediate interpretation in the lot sizing context. Actually,
185
the effective demand over an interval is the accumulated demand reduced by the inventory stored and initially 186 available at the warehouse. From a computational standpoint, the revised formula (32) has a different effect 187 depending on the cases where the accumulated demand exceeds the initial state or not as discussed next. 
A closer look at the first equation reveals that a greater velocity x 2 (k) reflects into a faster decrease of position 204 x 1 (k + 1). Similarly, the second equation tells us that a greater position x 1 (k) induces a faster increase of velocity x 2 (k+1) because of some elastic reaction. In both equations, the non negative disturbances w i (k) ≤ 0 seek to push the states x i (k) out of the positive quadrant in accordance to Assumption 3. Their effect is 207 counterbalanced by positive control actions u i . Notice that matrix A can be decomposed as described 208 in Assumption 2. Also, acting on parameter κ we can easily guarantee the "weakly coupling" condition 209 expressed in Assumption 3.
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Turning to the capacity constraints (2), for this two-dimensional example, these constraints can be rewritten as:
It is left to comment on the objective function (4). We consider the case where fixed costs are much more relevant than proportional and holding ones. This materializes in choosing a high value for f k in comparison to values of parameters p k , h k as shown in the next linear objective function:
This choice makes sense for two reasons. First, all the work is centered around issues deriving from the The next step is to decompose dynamics (33) in scalar lot sizing form (14) which we rewrite below:
When it comes to the discussion on how to compute the estimated demandd i , a natural choice is to setd i as 215 below, where we have denoted byx 1 (k) (respectivelyx 2 (k)) the estimated value of state x 1 (k) (respectively 216 x 2 (k)) available to agent 2 (agent 1):
Now, the question is: which expression should we use to represent the set of admissible state vectors X k 218 appearing in equation (12)? This question has much to do with another one: how does agent 1 predictx 2 219 and the same for agent 2 with respect to statex 1 ? A possible answer is shown next:
Let us elaborate more on the above equations. Regarding to variablex 2 (k), this is used in the evolution of We can now move to show and comment our simulated results. We have carried out two different set
228
of experiments whose parameters are displayed in Table 1 . In the line of the weakly coupling assumption are already evident enough as clearly illustrated in Fig. 1 . Here, we plot the average computational time vs. In a second set of simulations, we have inspected how the percentage error ǫ% = optimal cost of (M P C i ) − optimal cost of (M P C) optimal cost of (M P C) % varies with different values of the elastic coefficient κ. 
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This is in line with what we can observe in Fig. 3 where we plot the error ǫ% as function of coefficient κ.
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For a relatively small values of κ in the range from 0 to 0.2, we observe a percentage error not exceeding the 252 one percent, ǫ% ≤ 1. A discountinuity at around κ = 0.2 causes the error ǫ% to go from about 1% to 20%.
253
( Figure 2 about here)
254
We might not be surprised as discountinuity of errors is typical in mixed integer programs and we try to to Fig. 4 , we observe that, differently from above, discrete controls y i (k) coincide. However, we still have 274 notable differences in the plot of continuous controls u 1 (k) which cause distinct state trajectories for x 1 (k).
275
Small differences can be noted for u 2 (k) and x 2 (k) as well. The observed differences still cause a reduced 276 percentage error ǫ% = 1.
277
( Figure 4 about here)
278
We conclude our simulations by showing that the percentage error ǫ% is around zero when we reduce further 
